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• Optimal analgesic therapy in children on extracorporeal membrane 

oxygenation (ECMO)

• Dose finding of paracetamol in extreme low birth weight infants

Long term follow up after neonatal pain experiences and exposure

to opioids   
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Morphine Midazolam Vancomycine Renal clearance



Morphine Glucuronidation in Preterm Neonates, 

Infants and Children Younger than 3 years

Conclusion:

Model-based simulations show that in newborns, 

including preterms, infants and children under the

age of 3 years, a loading dose in μg/kg and a

maintenance dose expressed in μg/kg 1.5/hr, with a 

50% reduction of the maintenance dose in newborns 

younger than 10 days.

Knibbe CAJ, Krekels EHJ et al. Clin Pharmacokinet 2009:48:371-385



Figure 1. Postoperative pain 

protocol Erasmus MC-Sophia 

Children’s Hospital
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Validation of the proposed dosing regimen in a 
prospective trial (NTR1438)



Validation of the proposed dosing regimen in 
a prospective trial (NTR1438)

Proposed Traditional

PNA < 10 PNA > 10

2.5 μg/kg
1.5

/h 5 μg/kg
1.5

/h 10 μg/kg/h

BW infusion rate

kg μg/h μg/h μg/h

0.5 0.9 1.8 5

1 2.5 5.0 10

1.5 4.6 9.2 15

2 7.1 14.1 20

2.5 9.9 19.8 25

3 13.0 26.0 30

3.5 16.4 32.7 35

4 20.0 40.0 40

4.5 23.9 47.7 45

5 28.0 55.9 50

5.5 32.2 64.5 55

6 36.7 73.5 60

6.5 41.4 82.9 65

7 46.3 92.6 70

7.5 . 102.7 75

8 . 113.1 80

8.5 . 123.9 85

9 . 135.0 90



Do we really need morphine?

Morphine i.v. versus Paracetamol i.v. in neonates and
young infants undergoing major non-cardiac surgery.

Design: double blind RCT

Number of patients: 70 

Age:    0 – 28 days

28 days – 6 months

6 months – 1 year

Rescue therapy: i.v. morphine







Do we really need morphine?

Morphine i.v. versus Paracetamol i.v. in neonates and young 

infants undergoing major non-cardiac surgery

Conclusion:

Equipotency between paracetamol and morphine as 

basic analgesic as the additional need for morphine 

showed no differences between the study groups





Conclusions:

The role of morphine as primary choice for postoperative 

analgesia is controversial.

Dosing of morphine should be based on appropriate 

PK-PD modeling followed by “proof of principle” studies

The ultimate goal of (postoperative) analgesia is absence

of pain evaluated by validated pain scores for the study

population and circumstances

Long term effects of neonatal use of  opioids should be

evaluated  



Background- Animal studies

Neonatal pain
 Acute hypersensitivity and increased duration of ipsilateral postoperative 

hypersensitivity (Knaepen et al. 2013)

 Decreased pain behavior (Sternberg et al. 2005)

 Cell death (Duhrsen et al. 2013)

NEUROPROTECTIVE EFFECT IN THE PRESENCE OF PAIN

Neonatal morphine administration
 Impaired cognitive functioning (McPherson et al. 2007)

 Prolonged pain hypersensitivity (Zhang  et al. 2008)

 Increased nociceptive response in adult life (Rozisky et al. 2012)

 Degeneration of neurons (Atici et al. 2004)



Background- Human studies





Functional MRI

Brain activation during thermal pain stimuli in adults

Brain morphology

van den Bosch et al, European Journal of Pain 2013



Secondary objectives

• Neuropsychological development



Hypothesis

Children with a history of neonatal pain and opioid exposure

• altered pain thresholds 

• altered brain activation during pain

Different results when opioids are given in the 

absence or presence of pain?



Study design

Prospective cohort study 

5 groups of children with different medical histories

• Age range 8 to 19 years

• Compared to healthy age- and gender matched controls



Inclusion rate

March 2011 – March 2013 (n=171)

•ECMO group 36

•Ventilated group 21

•NAS group 15

•Tierfell Naevus group 14

•Major surgery group 10

•Control group 75



Models

Model 1b  

Major surgery

Opioids

PAIN

Model 1a  

Tierfell Naevus 

Model 2  

ECMO

Model 4  

NAS

Model 3  

Preterm born

Healthy

controls



Preterm born children

9-10 years old

Correlations between gestational age, number of painful 

procedures, morphine exposure

and brain volumes

No effects on thermal sensitivity or cognitive functioning





Conclusion:

The finding of a significant effect of morphine on the “visual analysis ”IQ 

subtest calls for follow-up at a larger age focusing on the higher-order 

neurocognitive functions.

Pain 152(2011)1391-1397









Morphine-treated children showed significantly fewer problems with executive 

functions in daily life as rated by parents for the subscales inhibition and 

organization of materials and for planning/organizing as rated by the teachers.

Overall, the present study demonstrates that continuous morphine infusion of 10 

microgram/kg/h during the neonatal period does not harm general functioning and 

may even have a positive influence on executive functions at 8 to 9 years



Conclusion

No differences in 

- Detection- or pain thresholds

- NRS pain scores

Minor differences in

- Brain morphology 

- Brain activation during pain (parietal lobe)

The dramatic differences expected 

from animal studies appear not to occur 





The next steps

Implementation of the new analgesic algorithm and evaluation of 

its efficacy and compliance

International survey of post cardiac analgesic regimen in the 

pediatric age group around the world

 RCT of iv paracetamol versus iv morphine in

post cardiac patients in the 4 pediatric centers in the Netherlands

 RCT of wound catheter versus iv placebo in non-cardiac major 

surgery in newborns and infants < 1 year of age



Implementation

Paracetamol has replaced morphine as the drug of first choice for 

postoperative pain in young infants and newborns

Proof of principle in daily clinical practice (n=77)

This regimen is included in the official guideline of the Dutch 

Association of Anaesthesiology for postoperative pain(2014)

In humans no negative effect is shown of neonatal pain and /or the 

use of opioids



Future studies

 Missing models

 Closing the gap between 

animal and human studies



Future studies

 Relation between genetic variations

and pain sensitivity

 Resting state MRI, DTI
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MRI scans

• Structural scan (T1)

• DTI

• fMRI Resting state

• 2 fMRI runs (with the TSA)



Structural MRI 

Only a significantly thicker left middle-frontal cortex



Conclusion

 Specific neuropsychological effects that warrant further 

investigation

 No major clinical relevant effects of pain, analgesia or 

sedation



Conclusion

Poorer outcome specific memory task



Pain

Apkarian et al, European Journal of Pain 2005





Pharmacotherapy and ECMO



TSA

 fMRI study with thermal pain stimuli

 Thermal Sensory Analyzer (TSA)



Primary objectives

• Detection and pain thresholds



Primary objectives

• Brain activation during pain



Structural MRI 



Limitations

 Relatively small sample size and selection bias

 High risk for confounding

 Missing models



NEPSY

Significantly worse performance on a narrative memory task

van den Bosch et al, PCCM 2015 



Control group

• Matched on gender and age

• No history of neonatal pain or Intensive Care admission



Primary objectives

 Are there any other differences in brain structures?

Does neonatal pain and treatment influence a child’s neuropsychological 

development?

 Are there any other differences in brain structures?

 Does neonatal pain and treatment influence a child’s neuropsychological 

development?

 Does neonatal pain and the use of morphine influence stress reactivity at later 

age?

Does neonatal pain and the use of morphine alter detection and pain threshold? 

Does neonatal pain and the us of morphine influence the activation of the brain 

during thermail pain stimuli at the age of 8-18 years old?

Secondary objectives



We conducted a follow-up study among 5-year-olds who, as mechanically 

ventilated neonates, had participated in a placebo-controlled trial on effect 

on morphine administration on pain and neurologic outcome. They were 

now tested in intelligence, visual motor integration, behavior, chronic pain, 

and health-related quality of life. 

Pain 152(2011)1391-1397


